
  Thank you for purchase of this hi end indoor pattern plane! Spies is creation of Mr. Fabien 
Turpaud, multiple French F3P champion, WAG 2009 F6B champion and French F3A team member. 
This plane is designed for demanding FAI sequences. Plane strong  side is rolls and rolling circles, 
with Spies there maneuvers are extremely easy to do. It is result of several years of testing, and 
updating design. Spies prototype in hands of Mr. Fabien achieve impressive results in 
internationals competitions and French championships. Highest result for Spies was silver in first 
FAI F3P world championship in Germany, Coburg in 2013. Spies kits includes all items necessary 
to finish the kit: depron parts, big number of hi quality carbon rods, thin flat carbon, hi quality 
fiberglass hardware set, motor mount, Z ends for servo attachment, velcro tape for battery fixation 
and pull pull line. 

Motor:    AXI2203/52 (Indoor/outdoor flying, motor weight 18,5g); 
              NP Feather (Indoor competition flying 11,4g).

              
ESC:     Competition option Castle Creation Phoenix 10a, budget version CC Thunderbird 9.

Battery: Gens Ace 120mAh 7.4V 30C 2S1P Lipo battery. Weight - 7,1 g (without heatshrink);
             Gens Ace 160mAh 7,4V 30C 2S1P Lipo battery.  Weight - 13 g;
             Gens Ace 120mAh 7.4V 30C 2S1P Lipo battery.  Weight - 17,1 g.
                         

Servos:  Hitec 5035 hb single servo on each surface - 4.5g (can be modiffied up to 3,1 g);
            Digital JR 188 single servo for each surface -  6g (can be modiffied up to 4,5 g);

              Spectrum 2020 single servo for elevator and rudder. 

Radio:  At least 4 ch programmable radio with minimum programming of exponential. We would 
recommend more advanced radio like Duplex DS-16 or Spectrum 18  that have travel adjustment, 
dual rates, trim steps, digital trimmers, mixes, and other useful functions. These will help you to 
setup your plane faster and to seek for the best results.

Receiver : As light as possible! For e.g., perfect results can be achieved with these receivers:
                Spektrum 2,4ghz Ar6300 (2g) and Duplex 2.4ghz R6Gindoor (3.6g).

  



Here you can see fiberglass hardware set. It was done in order to achieve best control of plane s 
moving surfaces. Now you can use long servo arms and servo horns. Moreover, you will be able 
to have less pressure on control rod,  use full potential of your servos and not to lose resolution. 
In addition to this, few small pieces will reinforce certain areas that face many different forces 
(hard landings, hi-G maneuvers, etc.).



You will need just a few basic tools and materials to 
finish your Spies:
Sharp hobby knife, file, 1.5mm drill, piece of 
sanding paper, scissors, screwdriver, solder, 
and Donatas Design beveling tool.
Mercury Adhesives foam friendly CA glues 
(M100F), Mercury Adhesives Accelerator MH 16
3M Blenderm medical tape   for control surface 

attachment, kevlar thread. 

Remove protective depron sheet and split fuselage by using sharp knife. Do not throw out depron 
"trash". You will need some of it durring building you also might need it in future for plane repair. 

 Repeat same procedure for rest plane parts. Make sure you remove all steps that were connecting 
parts and surrounding/protective depron. Repeat this procedure for each part.

Cut aileron edge with Donatas Design beveling tool. This will guarantee easy deflection down 
(when it is attached to wing), and great clean look .
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Take 3 small (1x2cm ) pieces of blendrem tape, and attach it as shown on picture, this will prevent  
displacement of ailerons after long hours of flying. If you want to reinforce wing glue 0.3 mm flat 
carbon on the leading edge of the wing. The very end of carbon (next to wingtip) should be fixed 
with small piece of Blenderm medical tape. If you want to build your Spies very light, do not glue 
carbon. But have in mind that you be changing plane strenght and flat wing to low weight. 

Assembly of wings starts with aileron attachment. Take sharp knife and cut out depron ~2mm from 
aileron compensator. Ailerons must move smooth without rubbing or touching wing. Next we can 
attach aileron to wings ussing 3M Blenderm tape. This is best tape we found for this task.

Use protective depron parts to glue flat carbon to wing leading edge. I recommend to use paper 
towel to wipe away extra CA, remember each gram counts. We can glue nose of plane to already 
assembled wings. Use ruller and make sure tap line match perfectly, like shown in picture. Set this 
part aside, and lets move to assembly of tail section. 

 There are few ways of how you can attach 
elevator to stabilizer. The easier one is: cut 
control surface in 45 degree angle with Donatas 
Design beveling tool. Use Blenderm tape to 
attach elevator to stabilizer (in the same way as 
ailerons are attached to the wings). Such 
method is good for those who use solid pull 
push system. On the other hand, if you use pull 
pull cables, the 8  method is superior because 
it will keep the tension of the pull pull cables 
from displacing the hingeline.  Page 2



This is most important step in Spies building. First glue asembled elevator to horizontal fuselage 
section. Make sure tap line is exactly 90degres to elevator line. Next you should place precisely tail 
section to the main wing as shown in the picture. Use some heavy objects to press separate parts 
on the flat table. Measure distance from each wing tip to stabilizer very carefully. It has to be the 
same on the both sides. You should also make sure that nose s, wings , and tails  tab line is straight.    

Every shockflyer has it s weak points, one of these - the place where wings are attached to 
fuselage. My advise is to reinforce this area with fiberglass cloth. Cut a small piece of fiberglass 
cloth, put few drops of foam friendly CA glue, and stick it as it is shown in the picture. Make sure 
that glue spreaded evenly, and all material is wet. If it happended so that you put some extra amout 
of CA, clean it with paper towel. Remember that any extra weight is unwanted. And too much of CA 
glue is one area where you can collect weight very quickly. For example for building your plane 
take fresh bottle of  CA glue, and check what is the weight of it. When you finish building your plane 
put bottle of CA to scale you will see how much weight you add to your plane in form of a glues. 

Some of us use TVC (Trust Vector 
Control) system. It puts a lot of forces 
on motormount and front part of the 
plane. Here is one small trick how you 
can deal with these problems: cut off 
about 3 cm of plane s nose and glue in 
thin carbon piece. This will help you to 
make plane s nose much stronger and 
to reduce noise caused by high G 
maneuvers.
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Place horizontal parts of plane inverted on flat 
table. Glue the bottom part of fuselage like 
shown in picture. It is good idea to put some 
heavy objects on tail and wings, this will lock  
parts in one place. Having flat wings and 
elevator is very important for precise flying . 

Carbon rods attached for fuselage reinforcement. If you want to save more weight you can change 
all carbon rods to same size carbon tubes. This might save you from 1.5g to 2g.

 <---  Use kevlar threat like shown in picture, to 
reinforce tail structure.
  

N o w  w e  n e e d  t o  
prepare main wing 
support. Here you can 
see re inforcement  
piece made from 0.5 
mm fiberglass. In your 
Spies kit you will find a 
similar part; glue it to 
the bottom of the 
fuselage at the center 
of the wing chord.
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  Glue carbon rods in the fuselage. 
supported and reinforced as shown in picture. Such 
method is lighter and stronger than regular depron 
support. 
   Now lets glue in bottom SFG s. Do it on left and right sides 
of the wing. Top SFG s will be attached latter to the end of 
the build.
  

Middle point must be 

   Mark small holes next to leading and back edge of the wing (both sides) as shown in picture. 
These are attachment points for the 1 mm carbon wing support rods (Front one is 26 cm and back 
one is 24 long). Make sure vertical fuselage remains at a 90 degree angle to the wings. DO NOT 
GLUE 4 carbon rods in center yet. IMPORTANT: For this operation make sure you use perfect 
straight surface, put some weight on wingtips. This way wings will be perfectly flat.   
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